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ABSTRACT 
We show that almost all vector extrapolation methods possess the property of 
quasilinearity (that is, translativity and homogeneity). We give a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the property of translativity. This condition is applied to some 
vector extrapolation methods, in particular the H-algorithm, the E-algorithm, and 
certain polynomial extrapolation methods. An application of this condition to conver- 
gence acceleration is also given and applied to Henrici’s transformation and to the 
vector generalization of the E-algorithm given by Wimp. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (s,) be a sequence of vectors of dimension p. A vector sequence 
transformation consists in transforming the vector ( sn) into the vector (t,) by 
t, = F(s,,...,s,+~), n = O,l,..., 
F being a mapping of (C ?‘jk+ ’ into C P. An important property of such 
transformations is quasilinearity, that is, 
F(as, + b ,..., as,+k + b) = aF(s, ,..., s,+k) + b, 
where a is a scalar and b E C P. 
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When p = 1 [that is, when (s,) is a scalar sequence], it was noticed by 
Benchiboun [l] that all transformations studied in the literature can be 
written in the form 
F(” 
fG Xk) I)“.., 
rJ,‘“> Xk) = q XO>...JJ 
where 
k 8-f 
Df(T.b...> Xk) = c i=o~(xo....l Xk)* t 
In fact, as proved by Brezinski [6], a necessary and sufficient condition under 
which scalar sequence transformations can be written in this form (with D”f 
identically zero) is that F is translative. 
The aim of this paper is to extend this result (and some others) to the 
vector case. 
2. TRANSLATIVITY 
Let F : (C’)k+’ * C P. F is assumed to satisfy 
F( x0 + b,. . . , xk + b) = F( x0,. . . , xk) + b 
In that case F is said to be translative in A. Moreover we assume that F is 
twice continuously differentiable in A in the sense of Frechet. 
Let f:(A)k+l - C P. We set 
D&x0>...> 
af 
xk) = a,(’ 0,“” xk) and Df = i Dif. 
I I=0 
Here Dif is the matrix whose elements are af,/(~x~)~, where fi is the ith 
component of f and (x~)~ is the jth component of the vector xi (see 
Dieudonne [9] for more details). 
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4(b) =f(Xo + b,..., xk + b). 
Then 
(b’(b) = iDjf(r,,+b ,..., Xk+b) =4f(x,,+b I... ,x,+b). 
i=o 
The proof is obvious. 
REMARK. With this theorem, we can compute of directly by differenti- 
ating 4 at 6, instead of computing Dif and summing. 
We now prove the fundamental result. 
THEOREM 2. A necessary and suflicient condition for F to be translative 
in A is that there exists f : ( A)k+l - CP such that 
j)>“” xk) = [~(~,,...,~,)]-‘f(~o,...,xk) 
with D2f(x,,,..., xk> identically zero. 
Proof. Let us first prove that the condition is sufficient. Expanding 4 
into a Taylor series, we have 
4(b) =f(q + b ,..., xk + b) =f(q, ,..., xk) + Df(xO ,..., x,)b. 
Thus 4(b) = 4(O) + +‘(O)b. Differentiating with respect to b gives 
4’(b) = 4’(O). 
Multiplying by [$‘(O)l-‘, we get 
[4’(o)]-‘40) = [W9-‘$44 + b. 
We now prove that the condition is necessary. Let Q(b) = f( x0 + 
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b , . . . , xk + b). Since F is assumed to be translative, we have 
a(b) = a(O) + b. 
Differentiating, we obtain 
W(b) =Z and W’(b) = 0, 
which shows that F can be written as [ DF]-‘F with D’F = 0, since 
DF = 1. w 
REMARKS. 
(1) D”f is a linear operator mapping from C P into L(C P, C p), where L 
denotes the set of linear mappings from C P into C P (that is, the set of 
complex p X p matrices). Thus D”f is a multilinear mapping; see Dieudonne 
M. 
(2) When p = 1 th e proof of Theorem 2 given above is simpler and 
shorter than that of [6]. 
Let us give some examples illustrating this result. We shall begin with the 
so-called H-algorithm, introduced in [3] and discussed in [7]. We consider the 
following ratio of determinants: 
s, *** sn+k 
&W -.. g,(n + k) 
gkb) ‘*-* gt(n’+ k) 
1 . . . 1' 
gdn) *a* g,(n + k) 
gkb> “* gk(n + k) 
where the s,‘s are vectors and the g,(n)‘s are scalars which depend on 
s n, . . . , s, +4 with 9 eventually greater than k. The determinant NJ”) in the 
numerator of Hi”) denotes the vector obtained by expanding with respect to 
its first row and using the classical rules for expanding a determinant. Let us 
recall that the vectors Hk(“) can be recursively computed by the H-algorithm, 
thus avoiding the computation of determinants in the numerator and the 
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denominator of Hf”‘. Let us denote by f(s,,, . . . , s, +4) the numerator Nfn) 
of Hi”). We shall prove that if the g,(n>‘s are translation invariant with 
respect to (s,) [which means that they remain unchanged when (s,) is 
replaced by (sn + b), b being a vector] then Df(s,,, . . . , s,+~) = DP’Z. Thus 
we shall have Hi”) = [ZlfCsn,. . . , s,+~>]-~~(s,, . . . , s,+~). 
Indeed, we have 
4(b) =f(s, +b>...~,+~ +b) 
b . . . b 
=f(s 
gdn) *** g,(n + k) 
n>***>S,+q )+: . . . . 
g!h) *** gdn+k) 
since the gf n ‘s are translation invariant. Thus ) 
c+(b) = 4(O) + Dh”‘b. 
Differentiating, we get 
4’(b) = Dj-(s,,...,s,+& = DP’Z, 
which shows that the result of Theorem 2 holds. 
Let us now consider the vector E-algorithm which was defined in [4]. In 
this algorithm we consider the ratio 
EL”’ 
gdn) *** g/f(n) 
( A”) (!dgd4) *.* (YP Agdn)) 
(y&-I) (y>Agl(i+k-1)) .*** (y>Ag&+k-1)) 
= 
(A) (y, &)) ::I (!I> &)) 
(y,&+& (y>Ag,(i+k-1)) ma (y,Ag&+k-1)) 
Nk(@ 
=- 
Dz”’ ’ 
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where As,, = s,,+~ - s, and Ag,(n) = g,(n + 1) - g,(n). In this expression, 
the s,‘s and the g,(n)‘s are vectors. y is also a vector, and (., . ) denotes the 
scalar product in C P. Similarly, the g,(nYs (which can depend on s,, . . . , s, + 4 
with 9 eventually greater than k) are assumed to be translation invariant with 
respect to (s,). We set f(s,,, . . . , s,+~) = Nk(“) and 
4(b) 
=f(s, + b,...,snfq + b) 
=f(s,,...,s,+J 
(YL, (y, A:,(n)) :I: (Y7 &‘L)) 
+ 
(y.&,kl) (y,Agl(i+k-1)) ...’ (y>Ag&+k-1)) 
=f(s nr...,~,+9) + DZ”‘b. 
Differentiating, we obtain 
4’(b) = Df(sn,...,sn+J = Z.Ip)Z, 
and thus 
In general, vector extrapolation methods can be divided into two families 
[16, 19, and 201: the polynomial methods and the epsilon algorithms. The first 
family includes the minimal polynomial extrapolation (MPE) method of 
Cabay and Jackson [S], the reduced rank extrapolation (RRE) method 
of Eddy [lo], Mesina [ld], and Kaniel and Stein [13], and the modified 
minimal polynomial extrapolation (MMPE) method of Brezinski [21, Pugachev 
[I5], and Sidi, Ford, and Smith [lS]. Th e second family consists of the epsilon 
algorithms and includes the vector epsilon algorithm (VEA) of Wynn [221 and 
the topological epsilon algorithm (TEA) of B rezinski [2]. We shall show that 
all these transformations are translative. 
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Let us present the first family as in [12]. For k, an integer such k < p, 
and n E N, we define the sequence {t,,J by 
where 
t = - n.k sn A%,,,(y,& A2%,k)-‘y,$ As ,, 
A%, k denotes the p X k matrix whose columns are A’s,, . . . , k”s, + k _ 1 for 
i = 1,2, with A2s, = As,,+r - As,; 
Y is a p X k matrix whose columns are yy’, yr’, . . . , yh”‘; 
y>; , is the transpose conjugate of Y,, k. 
If we set 
y!“’ = As,+~_~, 
‘(n, = Aas 
we obtain the MPE; 
Yi n+i_-l, we obtain the RRE; 
y!“’ = yi, we obtain the MMPE. 
t n, k can be expressed as a ratio of two determinants: 
t n,k = tn,k(Sn) = 
( yin'> As,) ( yk”‘, A2sn) -a. (yin', A2~,+k_1 )I 
( y&n, ( yin’:Azsn) 1:: ( y’l”‘, :s,,+~_~) 
This result is an appl ication of the extension of the Schur complement [5]. 
If y!““s are the translation invariant, we have t,, k(s,, + I?) = t,, k(s,,) + b, 
which shows that these three polynomial extrapolation methods are all 
translative. 
The epsilon algorithms are also translative. If we set g,(n) = As, +i_ i, 
the E-algorithm reduces to the TEA, and since As,+ i is translation invariant, 
the TEA is also translative. The VEA is defined by 
Q = 0 86”’ = s 
?I, 
n = O,l,..., 
&k+l 
(n) = $y:” + [A@)] -l, n,k=O,l,..., 
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where the inverse y-l of y E CP is defined by y-l = y*/(y, y). Obvi- 
ously, if (s,) is replaced by (s,, + b), then s&j becomes E!&) + b. 
A counterexample showing the usefulness of translativity will be given 
later. 
In the H-algorithm we assumed that the g,(nJ’s were translation invari- 
ant. However, this assumption is not necessary, and we shall now give 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the translativity of the H-algorithm. 
Let A be the matrix whose determinant is the denominator of Hi’); let e, 
be the vector of Ck+’ whose components are all zero except the ith one, 
which is 1; let DA be the derivative of A; and let x = (x0,. . . , xk). We have 
THEOREMS. A necessa y and su.cient condition for the H-algorithm to 
be translative is that 
xTAplDAA-‘e = 0 1 * 
Proof. Let us set F( x0,. . . , x,) = Hi’), and define Q, by 
Q(b) = F(x, + b,...,x, + b). 
Expanding the numerator of Q(b) with respect to its first row, we obtain an 
expression of the form 
a(b) = ;&(x0 + b,..., xq + b)q + b. 
i=O 
Differentiating, we have 
Q’(b) = Z + &xiDRi(xo + b,..., xq + b). 
i=O 
From Theorem 2, F is translative if and only if 
~riDB,(x,+b,...,xq+b)=O. 
i=O 
We set c = A-‘e,, and we have DC = -A-IDA Aplel = -A-lDA c. 
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Since DB, = e:Dc, the preceding relation becomes 
which can be written as 
xTA-‘DA A-‘e = 0 1 ) 
where 0 denotes the zero (k + 1) X (k + 1) matrix. n 
This result generalizes Theorem 3 of [6] which gives a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the translativity of the scalar E-algorithm (when 
p = 1, the H-alg ori th m reduces to the scalar E-algorithm). 
The case of the vector E-algorithm can be treated in a similar way. 
However, the conditions obtained are much more complicated than the 
preceding ones, and in most applications the vector E-algorithm is used with 
g,(nYs which are translation invariant. 
3. QUASILINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS 
We shall say that f is homogeneous of degree r E N if Vu E C 
fb 0, . . .1 WJ = u'f( xjj, ..*, XJ. 
if F = [of]-'f, h w ere f is homogeneous of degree r > 1, then F is 
homogeneous of degree one. Let us assume that F is homogeneous of degree 
one (for short, homogeneous). 
F is said to be quasilinear if it is translative and homogeneous, that is, 
F(ux, + b,..., aq + b) = uF(x,,..., xq) + b. 
It is easy to see that all the vector extrapolation methods in the last section 
are homogeneous; hence they are all quasilinear. 
We shall now give a convergence acceleration result. 
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THEOREM 4. Let (s,) be a sequence of vectors such that 
Sn+1 -s=(A+B,)(s,-s), ,..., n = 0,l 
where s,, and s are given vectors, A a square matrix with p(A) < 1 (p( A) 
denotes the spectral radius of A), and (B,) a sequence of square matrices 
such that lim, -tm B, = 0. We consider the vector sequence transformation 
t : (s,) - (t,) with 
t, = F(s,,...,s,+~), n = O,l,..., 
where F is quasilinear (and thus can be written as F = [ Df ]-If ). Let 
xtl = (s, - s)/lls, - 4. 
lf 3~ > 0 and K such that 
ldet 4f( x,, AX,, . . . , A4x,) 1 > a and f ( x,, Ax,, -. . a A9~,,) = 0 
Vn > K, (Hl) 
Ilt, - SII 
!F-k IIS, - SII = O- 
Proof. By translativity of F, 
t, -s = F(s, -s,...,s,,+~ -s), 
and by homogeneity, 
t, - s = IIs, - sllF ll:I 1 11,, . . . ;::v-J; 
Moreover. Vi > 1 we have 
S n+i 
IIS, --sz 
= (Ai + C,,+, with lim C, i = 0, 
n-+m ’ 
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and it follows that 
where M, = II[Df(x,, Ax, + Cn,l~,, . . ., A~x, + Cn,y~,)]-lll. 
Using the assumptions on the determinant of Of and Lemma 5 of [17], 
3M > 0 such that Vn > N,, 11M,ll < M. Moreover, by the assumption, 
since lim”,, C, i = 0. 
REMARK. The hypothesis (Hl) depends on s, which is unknown; this 
hypothesis can be replaced by the hypothesis 
ldet Df(x, A3i ,..., A~x)] > (Y and f(r, AX ,..., A~x) = 0 Vx E U, 
(HZ) 
where U = (X E CP, llxll = 1). 
We give two applications of this result. The first one deals with Henrici’s 
vector sequence transformation [ll], which corresponds to the H-algorithm 
with k = p, 9 = p + 1, and the particular choice g,(n) = (a~,)~, the ith 
component of the vector As,,. This transformation is already known to 
be translative, since the g,(n)‘s are translation invariant. Moreover, it is 
obviously homogeneous. Let us now prove that the second assumption of 
Theorem 4 is satisfied. Using the Schur complement it can be showed that 
F(X O,‘“, Xp+l) =x0 - A,(A:)-‘( x1 - x0) and 
?f(X o,..., x,+~> = (detA:)Z, 
where A0 is the matrix whose columns are Ax,, . . . , Ax,_ r, and Ai is the 
matrix whose columns are A’x,, . . . , A’x, _ r. 
When xi = A”x, we have 
A0 = (A - I)( x, AX, . . . . AP-‘x), 
A”0 = (A - Z)A,. 
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Thus, since A: is regular by the assumption on the determinant of Qf, 
F(x, Ax,..., Ar+‘x) = x - A,[( A - Z)A,] -‘( A - Z)x 
=x-x=0. 
Hence f( x, Ax,. . . , AP+‘x) = 0. 
Moreover, if we assume that the matrix A is regular, then the assumption 
on the determinant of of is equivalent to the assumption given in Theorem 8 
of [I7], as we shall see now. 
We have 
det[Qf(x,,..., AP+~x,)] = [det( A - Z)]” det( x,, . . . , AP-‘x,). 
If we set e, = s, - s, we have 
AS n+i = (A - Z + D,,i)Aie, with lim Z3,,i = 0. 
n+m 
By using Lemma 7 of [17], there exists a matrix E,, converging to the zero 
matrix, such that 
AS, = (As”, . . . . Asn+r_i) = (A - Z + E,)(e,, Ae,, . . . . A’-ie,). 
Hence 
det AS,, 
n[~aillAs,+iII 
= det( A - Z + E,) 
pr1 Ile,ll 
Now as 
lIenIl lIenIl 
m = ]I( A - Z + D,,i)A”e,]] ’ 
it follows that 
ldet AS,1 > ap<llAs,+ill Vn > K, 
i=O 
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if and only if 
Idet(r,, Ax “,..., AP-‘x,)1 > p Vn > K,. 
The second application deals with a vector generalization of the 
E-algorithm (including the vector E-algorithm) proposed by Wimp [21]. For 
simplicity, let us restrict to k = 1 and assume that s, E RP. In this case the 
transformation can be written as 
s(l) = 
” 
( ,::‘s,, 0 &(4 1 (Ynp &>) 
(Y n+l,S”+l> 1 (Yn+l, gdn + 1)) 
. 1 CYn &W) 
1 (Yn+l, gdn + 1)) 
We shall study the translativity of Sz’). Let us assume that gi(n> depends on 
. . . , s,,,,, _ 1 and 
JS,,, . . . , s,+~) be 
is translation invariant with respect to (s,), and let 
th e numerator of Sp). We assume that yn and y,,+ i do 
not depend on (s,). Let 4 be defined by 
4(b) =f(~-,, + b,. . . , s,,+~ + b) 
It follows that 
= d40) + 
1 
4’(b) = 
1 
1 (Y”, &a 
1 (Yn+l, g1(n + 1)) b + (in - yn+l, bkd+ 
(Yn, &W 
(Yn+l, g1b + 1)) * + &W( Yn - Yn+lK 
and SA1) is translative if and only if gi(nX y,, - yn+ i)* = 0. 
Thus, although gl(n) is translation invariant, Sp) is in general not 
translative. Szl) is translative if Vn, yn = y, and in this case SF) = E$"). 
We shall now give an example showing that convergence acceleration 
cannot occur in general if Sin is not translative. 
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Let us consider a sequence of vectors such that 
where a and /3 are scalars with 0 < Ial < 1 and 0 < 1 PI < 1, and let ( yn) be 
the sequence defined by y,,+ 1 = (l/a) y, with ( yO, sO) # 0. In that case, if 
we set gl(n> = As,,, we have 
lls(l)ll 
!?= Ii:11 
-=(l--$+o. 
Now, if we set T, = [q5'(O>]p1q5(0) = SC) + D,, and if we use the Sherman- 
Morrison formula, we can prove that 
llT,ll 
which shows that the property of the translativity is fundamental. 
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